
October 19, 2006 
 
Blue Boys in Blue 
 
Tension in the cop shop.  It would appear that Myra is making moves to get rid of all the 
Tribal Police that are not enrolled members.  This way, the only qualification for carrying 
a gun and a badge around there is that you be enrolled.  Not much different than how it is 
presently.  But, it gives Myra and Brian more leverage (as if they didn't have enough as it 
is!) to get rid of anyone that investigates any crimes committed by her or her family.   
 
They can, as they have in the past, arbitrarily float them off the rez, dis enroll them, you 
name it. 
 
So, Badgers.  Who's your daddy now? 
 
You know where to find me!  Documents, statements, that sort of thing, all welcome.   
 
Imagine, if you will, Brian strutting around more than he already is, raping your children, 
well, the boys anyway, and you don't even dare phone it in? 
 
The other upside for Myra is that she can bring her other baby boy, Terry Morgan (who 
has been writing to me under a forged email address because he is afraid of an answer), 
back home.   
 
He can then rape any of the young girls he likes, and again, no investigation, no 
consequences. 
 
Chubby and the rest of them can kill all their babies and no one give them so much as a 
parking ticket to pay. 
 
Heavy Lifting 
 
Think it might be high time for y'all out there to get rid of a Tribal Council that only 
thinks about its collective dick?   
 
Or, is that pen still too heavy for you to lift? 
 
Petition too heavy for you to carry around?  Hey, not like you haven't been warned, 
many, many times before.. "Bad things gonna happen.  A lot of people gonna suffer."  
Let me know when you have had enough.  Don't wait until the curve is completely 
missed and you are going under.  I can't really help you then.  You be too heavy to lift out 
of the cold icy waters of Devils Lake. 
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Stupider 
 
Oh yeah, I still get some really stupid emails from wanna be thugs.  Takes days to figure 
out their lousy spelling errors.  They think that the more stupid they sound, the more 
people will fear them.  Like saying that they are so dumb they are dangerous.  But how? 
To whom? 
 
Here’s a hint:  You know how a joke is not as funny if you have to stop and explain it?  
Same thing with threats.  You want to intimidate someone, you have to at least make it 
easier for them to read it.  Some of those spelling errors were comical as ever!  People 
who laugh at you are probably not going to be intimidated by you.  Then again, maybe 
you were trying to be a comedian?  Okay, but again, proper spelling might help you out 
there as well.   
 
Can you see this type of brain damage going to support their family later on in life?  
Getting a job?   
 
When asked what their qualifications are they can make threats, proclaim they are too 
stupid to care, give a few gang signs, light up a blunt, and then give that real sexy half 
lidded nod that says it all. They can hand out biz cards that proclaim: "I'm on welfare 
because I don't care."   
 
Mything Culture 
 
They can start living down to the stereo type now.  Take a look, a good look at your new 
Indian Culture.  What you live is your culture.  What you talk about but don't live 
becomes myth.   
 
Makes you really myth the way things were, doesn't it? 
 
Maybe you should buy the kids guns and ski masks instead of school supplies.  I mean, 
why waste money on things you know better than to expect? Give them what you know 
they will use. It would be more honest, far less hypocritical of you.   
 
The New Cool 
 
Being stupid is the new "cool"?  Only on the rez!   
 
Stop sending your kids to school.  You have shown them over and over again that those 
who are the biggest bullies, those who are willing to murder, rape and steal, are the 
leaders of your community.  You can't expect them to learn anything different if you 
don't give them anything different to learn. 
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One Simple Treasure 
 
Children learn what they live.  Look at how they live!  Well, okay, when you get back 
from Bingo, you can look at how they live. I wouldn't want to ruin your one pleasure in 
life.  But tell me this: When did your children stop being important enough to fight for? 
To be a good example to? When did they stop being the Treasure you valued most? Or 
were they ever? 
 
Must have happened a long time ago because so many of them are heading for that curve 
at high speed.   
 
I think they should build the funeral homes next to the Bingo Halls.  That way you don't 
have to be upset about death and dying for more than a few minutes.  You can walk from 
the Funeral Home to the Bingo Hall.  Who knows?  You might be a winner this time! 
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 


